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Katherine Dale’s life is in a state of chaos.She has just been made redundant from her job as an
accountant and she finds herself with no career, no direction in life and no relationship to fall
back on.To make matters worse, the one thing that she could always depend on – genius
astrological readings from her idol, Mark Ainsley-Thomas – is even beginning to fail her.At a
crossroads in her life and starting a career as a full-time writer, Katherine cannot believe that the
readings from the world-renowned astrologist are failing to guide her through this tumultuous
time.She sends an email to Mark’s webpage, venting her frustration at the recent unhelpful
readings.Little does Katherine know that Mark’s busy publicity schedule and his overbearing
agent are taking over his life and that he has hired an assistant astrologist, James, to take over
the readings.James, returning to astrology after a failed business career and disastrous
marriage, is also at a vulnerable stage in his life and reacts angrily when he receives Katherine’s
emails criticising his work.Their heated email exchange reveals the frustrations in both their lives
but the reappearance of Mark Ainsley-Thomas helps to smooth this friction over, and Katherine
and James begin a tentative friendship which soon blossoms into something much
more.Katherine, James and Mark realise just how small the world is when their complicated lives
become forever entangled.Amidst the chaos of their lives, including a cat named No. 4, a local
writing group, a difficult ex, an old war veteran named Jake, a potential book deal and a last-
minute trip to LA, will there ever be a happy ever after for Katherine and James…?'Under The
Stars' is a page-turning story of new love and new beginnings.'A memorable story'. - Robert
Foster, best-selling author of 'The Lunar Code'.Bristol-born Linn B Halton lives in the small
village of Lydbrook, which nestles on the edge of the Forest of Dean, in the UK. She resides
there with her husband and feline with 'catitude'- Mr Tiggs. Linn began writing in March 2009
and her debut novel was published in February 2011.Lynn says about her writing – “my stories
are about love, life and real relationships - but romance is always the one thing that holds each
story together. Often there's a light, psychic touch and I never dreamed I would write drawing
upon my personal psychic experiences. But as my interest and understanding in the subject has
grown, it is now such a part of my life that it finds its way into my fictional tales. However, what is
heartening is that most of my experiences have been uplifting and it's wonderful to know loved
ones are around me always. I hope it will make readers stop and wonder 'What if?'Endeavour
Press is the UK's leading independent digital publisher. For more information on our titles please
sign up to our newsletter at www.endeavourpress.com. Each week you will receive updates on
free and discounted ebooks. Follow us on Twitter: @EndeavourPress and on Facebook via http://
on.fb.me/1HweQV7. We are always interested in hearing from our readers. Endeavour Press
believes that the future is now.



About the AuthorLinn B. Halton began writing in 2009. She is the managing editor of
Loveahappyending Lifestyle magazine (LLm) and was the winner of the 2013 Festival of
Romance Industry Award for "Innovation in Romantic Fiction (Author)". She is also a member of
the Romantic Novelists' Association. "From a very young age I knew romantic fiction was always
going to be my genre. I am, and will always be, madly in love with love! Whether that's love of life,
a partner, or the things I'm passionate about. My stories are about love, life and real relationships
- but romance is always the one thing that holds each story together." Linn is published by Choc
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of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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the Rest of My LifeFinding myself lying flat on my back on the kitchen floor and looking up at the
underside of the kitchen table, it occurs to me that height is very relative to one’s perspective on
life.For instance, in the four years that I’ve been sitting at this table, I never realized there were
three distinct chalk marks hidden from view. The first is my surname Dale, the second mark is
the date the table was delivered, and the third read Frank. Unfortunately I can’t remember what
Frank looked like, although I could probably recognize his hands if they were wrapped around a
packing box. It was a day that I had planned with military precision, and I spent the entire time
with my eyes glued to my list and my hands directing boxes to their new destination. By nine
o’clock that evening you would never have guessed it was the first day in my new home.
Everything was in its rightful place and sparkling clean.I continue to lie here, trying to ignore the
growing lump where my head first had contact with the ground. A dull ache is starting to wrap
itself around my entire body, but as I seem to be able to move all of my limbs, I’m assuming
nothing is broken. I can, therefore, start to relax and really take in the view of my kitchen from this
new perspective.No. 4 suddenly appears next to me with a loud meow and I realize that this is
life as seen through his eyes. It’s a strange world where everything towers above you and so
many things are tantalizingly out of view. Which is why I suddenly appreciate how dastardly
clever nature is, equipping cats with such a heightened sense of smell. No. 4 can probably smell
the tuna even before he can hear the fork clattering against the can. I often wondered how he
knew exactly when it was meal time. It hadn’t crossed my mind that it was the wafting smell
seeking him out from wherever he had chosen to curl up for the day.As much as I’m enjoying my
unexpected rest, I realize that when I knocked against the table and the chair balancing on top of
it fell onto me, I also managed to collide with the bucket. The back of my jeans and tee-shirt are
getting soggier by the minute as the puddle absorbs into the material, and I begin to smell quite
pleasantly of lemon floor wash. It must have been quite a spectacular moment to stand back and
watch, the sort of thing to capture on video camera and send in to one of those video clip
programs. It would surely have been worth every penny of the treasured cash prize for sharing
one’s humiliation and amusing the audience.Ah well, that’s the hand fate has been dealing me
lately because no one was here to either capture those moments, check I’m all right, or phone
for the ambulance if I wasn’t. However, the lucky side of my nature fortunately means that I
bounce pretty well for my age. What my fall lacked in grace, I’m sure it made up for in slapstick
comedy. At the time, it felt like a scene being played out in slow motion, frame by frame.
However, as I haul myself upright, I feel surprisingly good under the circumstances.No. 4 meows
again pitifully to attract my attention. Not, I might add, from concern for his main provider, but for
the disruption to his little snooze. It’s reminded him about the second love of his life—tinned
food, which sadly comes a poor second to fresh birds. I point to his dish, which is still half-full
from this morning’s offerings, and he gives me a look of utter disdain. However, I realize I’m



squelching as I stand here and quickly decide it’s easier to simply take everything off, and if
anyone looks through the window they will be in for a surprise. I scoop my discarded clothes into
a bundle and then dash across the hallway, leaving a trail of small lemon-fresh droplets in my
wake as I head toward the downstairs shower room.Well, day one of my new life and not exactly
the start I had expected. At least I’m spared the embarrassing headline “Lonely single woman,
recently unemployed, found fatally crushed beneath dining chair. Leaves orphaned cat called
No. 4.” I wince, and it’s not just from the throbbing lump on the back of my head that is now the
size of a large, white free-range egg. For some reason, I haven’t yet been able to figure out why
the brown ones are always smaller—it’s one of life’s little mysteries.Chapter 2: Katherine - OK,
So I Should Have Seen It ComingWhen I left university, it never occurred to me to take a year off
like many of my friends were doing. No, my career was waiting for me and I was impatient to get
started. Looking back now it makes me laugh. I was so headstrong, so sure I knew exactly what I
wanted and where I was going. For twenty-one years now, my life has been organized around
work and it was fulfilling. Love interests came and went, hobbies came and went, but always
there for me, ever constant, was my nine-to-five habit, and for the last five years, No. 4.The truth
is that I loved every minute of it. Many people find finance a dry subject, intimidated by large
figures and reports full of nothing but numbers. To me, they always told a story, and when I was
able to delve beneath the surface, I often found managers who had no idea at all of how to
manage expenditure or budgets. My job was to seek out weak areas within the business, train
the budget holders, and ensure the correct level of control was put in place for the future.It was
some years before I realized that I had a reputation. My footsteps instilled dread into the hearts
of those who feared they didn’t really know what they were doing. It wasn’t until I became surplus
to requirements, that I realized my biggest downfall was that I wasn’t one of the boys, and my
second mistake was in telling it how it was. It didn’t occur to me that giving bad news, even when
you were also instrumental in fixing the problem for the future, rubs off. My name became
synonymous with trouble—the implication being that I was too efficient.In hindsight, I can now
see that I was naïve, assuming that hitting targets and raising standards were the focus. At least
that was what my boss and my annual reports had confirmed were my main objectives.However,
the company changed overnight when several new directors joined the board. One by one, old
faces disappeared, instantly replaced by a new breed of employee—corporate managers. All
were sharp individuals and, no doubt, prepared to do anything to get on; but it was career first,
company second. No real loyalty, only pure ambition and prepared to say whatever management
wanted to hear or made them look good, rather than the truth. There was a lot of raucous
laughter and worse, whispering in the corridors that served to remind the rest of us we were on
borrowed time. Big business had arrived and with it a new style but no guarantees of actual
success—just very big salaries up for grabs for those with connections. The company had
become part of a larger, more corporate identity.Then it was my turn. My role was retitled, and as
I was still clearing out my desk, a young man appeared saying his name was Chad. He told me
to take as much time as I needed. It took me seven and a half seconds flat to finish scooping



everything up into the discarded A4 photocopying box I had grabbed and walk out. It dawned on
me then that Chad would never deliver bad news; he is much too smart for that. He’d probably
get someone else to do it for him or ignore it completely.I didn’t see it coming and I should have.
It was silly of me, and it made me realize that being too focused can mean you miss what’s
happening around you. I thought that because the company was doing well, everything was fine.
Ironically, it made it more attractive for a takeover and my success had helped to make it a target.
So that’s why I find myself sitting at the kitchen table with a cup of coffee in my hand, laptop
sitting there expectantly in front of me, and No. 4 meowing in the background.He’s not happy
because he likes his routine, and we had this unspoken agreement that the house was his
during the day. He reluctantly allowed me back in around six o’clock each evening, when I
returned from work. The minute No. 4 heard my key in the door, he would saunter down from the
bedroom and check I wasn’t bringing anyone home with me. He hates visitors and he has his
own way of letting you know that. If you come to visit and dare to move from your seat for a
second, he will immediately jump onto it so that you can’t sit back down. It’s his way of ensuring
no one outstays his or her welcome.He’s called No. 4 because he was the fourth of a litter of six
adorable little black and white kittens. My sister Cassie had begged me to take one of them as
her two daughters, Kaitlin and Lacey, wanted to keep them all. She had to find homes for them
very quickly as her husband, the lovely Sean, was putting his foot down. I ended up with kitten
number 4. I always meant to name him properly, but before I really had a chance to think of
something, it stuck. I’ve come to realize that in a strange way, the quirkiness of it really suits him.
Cassie says he has the face of Brad Pitt and the walk of John Wayne. He has this little swagger
which makes him look cute and he gazes up at me with innocent pride—he loves being a
cat.Anyway, I digress. This is day one of my new life—life without a job. Thank God I’m an
accountant. Or rather was an accountant—at least I can survive, although I’m going to have to
live very modestly if I don’t get a proper job. The thing is, at forty-two, I think I’m starting to
experience the dreaded midlife crisis. Kaitlin and Lacey, who are fifteen and eighteen years old
respectively, think I need to look on my current situation as an opportunity. Oh, the eternal
optimism of youth.Let’s face it, I’m probably past my prime, I’m still single, and my new job isn’t
likely to earn me much money—I’m going to write a book. So from now on, it’s going to be beans
on toast and plenty of pasta, walking to the shops instead of taking the car, and if I’m lucky, I’ll
still be able to afford this place. This place is my little bit of heaven. It’s a pretty, old stone lodge in
the small town of Camsworth in the Cotswolds. I fell in love with it the first time I saw the photo in
the estate agent’s window, and I knew immediately it was going to be mine.Anyway, this isn’t
going to get my book written, so first things first. I need a title. My gaze wanders from No. 4,
who’s starting to accept I’m not going anywhere today and marches off moodily. I turn away from
him and hear several little thuds as he gallops upstairs, so now I have no distractions
whatsoever.Several cups of coffee later, the screen in front of me is still blank. I can’t think where
to start. I’m an avid follower of the renowned astrologer Mark Ainsley-Thomas. I regard him as a
friend—I know he isn’t, but it’s my little fantasy. I haven’t checked my stars for today yet, so



perhaps that will give me inspiration. I read his forecasts every day and he keeps me heading in
the right direction. As a stereotypical Gemini, I think he knows me very well and it feels like he’s
writing just for me. Of course, there are days when I don’t want to accept what he’s trying to tell
me. If I don’t see it at the time though, when I look back, I have to grudgingly admit he’s right at
least 95 percent of the time. In my opinion, that puts him on a par with pure genius.This is why I
should have seen all of this upheaval coming. He’s been telling me for quite a while now that I’m
not happy, even though I thought I was happy and that obviously was the root of the problem. Of
course, I’m not happy now because I’ve lost my job. He’s been saying that I need to stand back
and look at the bigger picture, and that I should be adventurous. So I joined an internet dating
website—Truly For Me—because, for some curious reason, I interpreted this as a reference to
romance.So far, I’ve had seven disastrous dates, all of which started with promising email
exchanges and ended virtually the moment we met face to face. My gut instinct told me instantly
that it wasn’t going to be worth the effort involved, but I felt I had to try it. My old friend, Rich, says
I scare men away. I met him when I was at University, and he’s been happily married to Georgia
for twenty years. He says I’m too proactive, too much of a perfectionist and too well organized.
Men, he says, don’t like that in a woman—I come across as being too self-sufficient. His theory
is that I need to learn to act needy.Funny he should say that because Mark Ainsley-Thomas has
been saying something very similar lately. Not in those exact words, but the gist is the same—I
need to learn to need other people. Today’s contribution is quite clear.Gemini: Monday’s Daily
Forecast by Mark Ainsley-ThomasNow is not the time to overthink things, remember that actions
speak louder than words. Your usual ability to think clearly is being hampered by the events
around you, and while we all have to accept this may happen from time to time, you do need to
push forward. Doing nothing is not an option. Isolating yourself from others is also not an option,
you need to make an effort and you’ll be glad you did. Try to see past the stars and you will begin
to see things from a different perspective. A day to take care of you.Well, I did see stars when I
hit the floor this morning, and I did get to see a very different perspective I hadn’t enjoyed
before.Hmm. I pull up my forecast for the year on the screen to read again, in case I missed
anything the first half a dozen times I’ve read it to date.Gemini: Your Forecast for the Coming
Year by Mark Ainsley-ThomasWe all look forward to the start of a New Year, in some ways it can
feel like wiping the slate clean and a chance to start all over again. You will indeed feel like this
year is a new start, but are you prepared to be open and receptive to what is ahead? That is
going to be the challenge for you throughout most of the year and while, on balance, it promises
many things, it will be a year when contentious issues arise. Not only in the way things are
presented to you and how you handle them, but in terms of a level of aggression aimed at you,
arising mainly through a misunderstanding. You will need to put aside old ideas and re-think
some of the fundamental beliefs that have become almost a ritual to you. The year will start with
a bang and you won’t be disappointed with the way it ends.Oh, I love the way he phrases his
thoughts and advice. He’s so…so…wise and reassuring. He always manages to imply a level of
optimism, even when his words are delivering a message that is, in essence, a little worrying.



Aggression for instance, what does he mean? Still, he’s right about the year starting with a bang;
I just didn’t think that meant I would end up losing my job.Reading his words is a comfort,
though, and reassures me that my little world isn’t about to totally fall apart. Before long my
fingers are flying over the keyboard, and I have a title that will hopefully intrigue the readers and
make them want to pluck my book from the shelf.Chapter 3: Mark - Mark Ainsley-Thomas Meet
James KingmanThe minute I walk through the door, I catch sight of the clock on the wall and I
realize with disappointment it’s already ten fifteen. I’m due at the studio for a taped interview in
forty-five minutes, and the traffic is heavy this morning. Todd, my assistant, is doing his best to
get me to focus on his introduction to James Kingman. Todd’s idea of an introduction is three
minutes flat, then on to the next appointment and, frankly, that simply isn’t me. He may be the
person who puts together my timetable, but I’m the poor fool who then has to try to keep up with
it.“Mark, this is James.” James sticks out his hand and his handshake is pleasingly firm. I’m
rather surprised to see he doesn’t look at all like his father, the late Thomas Kingman, whose
reputation in the world of Astrology was—and still is—legendary.He’s obviously dressed to
impress, but he looks very uncomfortable in his suit. I, on the other hand, am impeccably
dressed in a navy blue linen suit and handmade shirt, chosen by the stylist Todd has employed
on my behalf. Frankly, I was quite insulted at the time. I’ve managed to dress myself without
embarrassment so far, and I can’t for the life of me see why all this is necessary.“Hello Mark,
really glad to have you join us. You’re going to be an invaluable asset, my schedule is becoming
impossible and I’ve heard good things about you.”I give him a reassuring smile, and I’m rather
touched to see he’s nervous to meet me. James still hasn’t said anything, and Todd carries on
talking about deadlines and target dates, giving James the low-down on what he’ll be doing.
James is watching Todd and listening, nodding to confirm he’s taking everything in, and then he
turns to look at me.“No resemblance to my father,” he says suddenly. I raise an eyebrow—was
that a coincidence perhaps or did he read my thoughts?“Ah, well no. I did have the pleasure of
meeting your father several times actually. Once was at one of his lectures, what turned out to be
a decadent weekend in Las Vegas—they certainly know how to hold a convention there.”We
both laugh—I like him. He’s younger than I expected, probably twenty years younger, but at fifty-
five years of age, I’m hardly old, just very wise. I chuckle despite myself and I can see that James
is amused.“You have a considerable following yourself, sir,” he says and I put my head back and
laugh amiably. Word is out about the MBE then.“Please, James, call me Mark. I’ve had some
luck,” I say modestly, “which is why I now need a promising, up and coming astrologer to assist
me. I’m being stretched a bit thin at the moment.”I glance in Todd’s direction, but he isn’t
listening. His mind is elsewhere; he’s probably planning next month’s publicity schedule. I must
admit that it’s beginning to feel like I’m on a treadmill sometimes. My new agent, Harriet, has a lot
to answer for. I was really quite happy the way I was before I was being organized every minute
of each day. I realize James is talking to me and I make eye contact to reassure him I’m
listening.“I’m delighted to be given the opportunity, Mark. It’s a fresh start for me. My father was
disappointed when I gave up astrology to go into business with my cousin, Nate. At the time, it



looked like a good opportunity and art always held a fascination for me—my ex-wife is a painter.
It’s a pity the gallery wasn’t a success and an even greater pity we lost so much money in the
end. I’m not taking this job solely for the money and I’d like to make that clear. Astrology has
always been a part of my life since I was very young; my father was a good teacher.”I like his
honesty. He’s a bit of a surprise, especially his appearance. He has a suntanned, weathered
look. Perhaps he’s a walker—maybe a rambler—and he’s clearly not comfortable in his interview
suit. The point is, he’s exactly the right caliber of person I need to take the pressure off, and of
course, Todd will make sure things run smoothly.“Todd will show you around and get our IT guy
to set you up at home. I will still run the monthly and yearly forecasts, but I’d like you to be
responsible for the daily and weekly readings. We also receive copious numbers of emails via
the website, which I’d like you to handle. Most are feedback and only require a short thank you,
but we do get quite a few with specific questions. I like to think we’re still personal enough to be
able to answer them all individually. I’m sorry to have to rush off, but studio time is expensive and
I’m expected shortly, so hopefully we’ll catch up later this month?”“Of course,” says James and
he gives a nod of acknowledgement. He’ll do, he’ll do very nicely.On the way to the studio, I find
myself wondering whether I should announce that James is joining our little team. Todd feels
strongly that all horoscopes should go out under the Mark Ainsley-Thomas brand, but I’m not at
all sure about that. I’ll cave in. I know I will. Sometimes Todd can be a little annoying. I’m not used
to such an aggressive marketing approach, but Harriet says he’s good for business and the
website figures are going through the roof. I guess I have to defer to Todd’s greater marketing
awareness. However, I hate giving up control of anything and astrology is the love of my life.
Nothing, not even a woman, has ever come between my first passion and me.Chapter 4: James
- My New CareerMeeting the infamous Mark Ainsley-Thomas was nerve-racking. He reminds
me a lot of my father. Oh, he’s friendly enough and genuine too, but he has that air about him
that my father also had. It elevates them above the rest of us, marking them as special, different
from other people in an exceptional and gifted sense. There is absolutely no doubt that I can
read the charts, but Mark has the ability to take it to the next level, and some of that is down to
charisma. He’s charismatic with words. My style is plainer to the point that I’m going to have to
work on that. Todd says not to worry about it, if I can give him the basics he has a “finisher” who
will apply the house style—which I take to be Mark’s style—to produce the final version.I was a
bit surprised by Todd Rainer though as I wasn’t expecting an American. He’s one of those
unbearably sharp, quick-thinking individuals who has this unfortunate ability of making those
around them feel slow by comparison. He’s not the sort of guy I would have expected Mark to
have as an executive assistant. I suspect it’s down to the formidable Harriet Wensworth, Agent to
The Stars, as she bills herself. Mark’s previous agent died last year of a heart attack and I heard
that Harriet was patiently awaiting an opportunity to step in, like a predatory hawk watching its
prey. My father couldn’t stand the woman, and when I heard Mark had signed with her, I must
admit I felt very sorry for him. I’m not sure he knew what he was getting himself into. He’s a
genuinely good guy with no pretense to him at all.I was worried about meeting Mark face to face



because the gallery wasn’t merely a flop, it was a spectacular disaster. Nate’s a great guy and
has some very good ideas, but what I didn’t know was that he has absolutely no money sense
whatsoever. In the end, it was like throwing money into a big black hole, and then one day there
was no more money left to chuck in. Sadie left me shortly afterwards and I don’t blame her. I had
to use the money my father left me in his will and I said I would never do that. Silly I know, but he
didn’t approve of the project, and I don’t think he would have approved of my using the cash to
buy Sadie’s share of the house. He was never happy that we decided to live together and not to
get married. Even though he never really took to Sadie, he had this moral code. Still, it had to be
done, and now I own the little house that was ours. The house is small but very cozy, and the
garden extends to nearly half an acre, a third of which is taken up by an orchard of apple and
pear trees.So on Monday, I start my new career, and it’s a sad irony that my father didn’t get to
see the day he always hoped would finally come, his son, the astrologer.Chapter 5: Katherine -
Each Day is a New BeginningNo. 4 is at last starting to settle into our new routine. I can’t say he’s
very happy, but he’s beginning to be more gracious about accepting that I now work from home.
We’ve come to this amicable arrangement that I more or less confine myself to the open plan
kitchen/dining room during working hours. The rest of the house is his, until my working day
finishes, and then I’m allowed into the sitting room to relax. It’s not perfect, but it’s a compromise
and he’s becoming less vocal, so I read that as a good sign.The book is coming along nicely and
I’ve written five chapters so far, but I’ve had to spend a lot of time this week doing research. The
days pass much more quickly than I thought they would and I find I’m really enjoying myself. I
think I’m beginning to get over the shock of losing my job and starting to see that maybe I wasn’t
as happy as I thought I was. Perhaps Mark Ainsley-Thomas was right all along—what am I
saying? Of course, he was right—from the very start. As usual, I was too busy focusing on other
things to see it.The strange thing is though, this week he really hasn’t been on form, and I’m
struggling with his latest forecasts. I subscribe to the personalized service and I receive my
forecasts daily by email. The advantage is that each one is based upon my particular time and
date of birth, so it’s more personal. As anyone would expect, I’ve had the odd week when I can’t
seem to pick up the thread of what he’s saying and knit it into my particular life events. However,
something usually happens within a day or two, and suddenly, I re-read his words and see them
in a completely new way. What’s the word I’m looking for? Illuminating—that’s it—as if someone
has literally turned on a light switch and all is revealed.For the moment I’m not concerned, only a
little puzzled. Perhaps he’s not feeling his usual self, or perhaps the astrological signs are being
purposely obtuse. I suppose he can only work with what’s there, it’s not as if he can make it up if
the star charts don’t give him much by way of inspiration, is it?I’ve spent too much time musing
again this morning, when I should be writing. Trouble is, I need clues to give me direction, and
without Mark’s input, I feel like a rudderless boat, small and insignificant, bobbing around like a
speck on the open sea. Ah…here we go, and suddenly I’m tapping away at the keyboard as the
story envelops me.It’s lunchtime before I realize that three and a half hours have passed in a
flash. Today I’m making progress, but yesterday was awful. However, my stars for today



read:Gemini: Thursday’s Daily Forecast by Mark Ainsley-ThomasLove is in the air and those
around you are inspired to show you the way forward. Exciting things are happening and now is
the time to take a chance and step outside your comfort zone. What do you have to lose by
being brave? Every day is a fresh chance to start again.Talk about obscure. I haven’t seen
anyone all week and I’ve only had one phone call, Cassie, inviting me over for dinner Saturday
evening. I said no, but she says she’s already invited some guy and I’m needed to make up the
numbers. In other words, she’s trying to fix me up with a man again. She also thinks I’m suffering
from post-redundancy stress. She’s been reading her glossy women’s magazines again.
Unfortunately, I’m now in danger of being saved from this month’s latest syndrome. Love is
probably the furthest thing from my mind at this precise moment in time; I’m much too busy
wallowing in self-pity. However, there is a new man in my life—I am getting to know the postman
quite well. After four whole years, I have at last met him, and we’ve struck up a daily dialogue
that consists mainly of the weather, the weight of his postal sack, and his arthritis. He looks
about eighty, but obviously, he can’t possibly be that old and still delivering the post, can he? His
name is Tom, and today I felt so sorry for him I gave him a cup of coffee. He knows absolutely
everyone, and I’m sure he’s telling people as much about me as I’m learning about them.I didn’t
realize village life is so tight-knit—everybody knows, or is related to, everyone else. I seem to be
the odd one out, and according to Tom, regarded in awe as the professional lady in the Lodge. I
broke the earth shattering news that I had been made redundant, he gave me a sideways look
that barely registered interest and asked me what I was doing now. When I said, “writing a book,”
he nodded wisely, as if to imply it was a much more worthwhile occupation and elevated me
above my previous status. I swear he almost bowed before he left my presence. I barely
managed to smother my laughter as he walked away, and it did help put my morning into
perspective. In Tom’s world I’m not someone to pity or to feel sorry for, and that served to remind
me I should be thankful I’m not the sort of person to sink into a deep depression. I’m a
survivor.However, Tom certainly isn’t a potential love interest, and the only brave decision I’ve
made today was packing up the laptop early and sitting in front of the TV to watch a romantic
comedy. No. 4 was not impressed and kept walking across in front of me with his tail extended
freakily straight, unwavering in the air like a poker so it didn’t look real. He was indicating his
intense annoyance and trying to make me feel guilty for having broken our agreement. However,
an hour and a half of silly, rose-tinted mishaps with a happy ending did the trick, and I actually
felt up to venturing out for a walk down to the village afterwards.It was a marvellous afternoon
although a bit chilly, so I walked quite fast, gulping in the cool, clear air. I tried to saunter around
the shops, looking in the windows as if I was considering some small purchase or other, but the
truth was I was feeling guilty. Leaving behind the nine-to-five work ethic is hard; it’s ingrained in
me, and I feel as if people are looking at me and thinking you’re fit and healthy, why aren’t you
working? Guilt is a terrible thing.As I walked back home, up the extremely long and winding hill
that seems to go on forever, I started to think about Mark’s reading for the day. ‘Every day is a
fresh chance to start again,’ and I realized that if I don’t learn to change my attitude, I’m not going



to be able to move forward. The time for feeling sorry for little old me is over, and now I have to
press ahead and see what’s waiting for me. Somehow, I seriously doubt it’s going to be love, but
who knows, and I might even be able to sell my novel. If I manage to finish it, that is.Yesterday it
felt a little bit like going around in circles. While my head has always been full of stories, I never
seemed to have the time to sit down and put pen to paper. When I was much younger I was
always scribbling little stories and poems. Then as a teenager I submitted several pieces of work
that were actually published. Then life overtook me, or rather, University, and then work filled my
life, blotting everything else out.So, to find myself sitting at the kitchen table with a laptop in front
of me and a cursor blinking on a totally blank page was actually quite scary. Having managed to
make a start—thanks to Mark’s interpretation of what the stars had in store for me—I thought I
would be able to simply sit down and type. Once I got started, it did work for the first forty or so
pages, and then I found that I couldn’t remember some of the details about one of the
characters. I trawled back through the pages of text and thought this is silly, there has got to be a
better way of organizing myself.I did what I do best and I set myself up a system using a
spreadsheet to record the progress of the book. Suddenly I began to feel more in control. I
hadn’t written anything new, but I felt like I was at least beginning to look at the task in hand in a
more professional way. I then spent an hour on the internet looking for guidance on formatting
and layout of manuscripts. It certainly helped because this morning I was able to sit and type
away quite happily, with a sense of purpose that seemed to grow with the words on the page.I
suppose I can relate to Mark’s forecast in some respects, but for the life of me, I can’t work out
where he’s coming from on the love angle. The only two men I’ve spoken to today are No. 4 and
postman Tom.Chapter 6: James - Relax James, Just Let It HappenIt’s Friday, end of week one in
the new job, and I’m shattered. I’ve spent hours agonizing over the way to phrase things, but
overall, I’m content with my final forecasts for next week. The “finishing guy” as Todd calls him—
he hasn’t once mentioned so much as a name, so I’m thinking he’s a software program–seems
to be able to work with my contributions and everyone is happy so far. I haven’t heard from Mark
of course, but then I wasn’t expecting to as I hear he’s been in Los Angeles this week. He’s had
appearances on a couple of talk shows over there, and Todd seemed very excited about the
press he’s attracting, all good stuff, great for the website and the business as a whole.The
administration behind the website is run from an office in Brighton and the two people I have had
contact with so far have been great. A guy called Vince arrived with all the kit to set me up, so I
can access the part of the website where my forecasts need to be saved. I simply log in, type
away like mad, and then log out. I have a schedule showing the various deadlines and that works
well for me because it means I can make any changes I want right up to the wire. It’s an
impressive set-up and very professionally run, and I think I’m going to enjoy being a part of
it.Someone named Kate rang me yesterday to talk me through accessing the email side of the
website. There’s a bit of a backlog and I’ve promised to hit this over the weekend. Once it’s up-to-
date, I will probably monitor it daily. Kate seemed to think that if I set aside an hour each day,
then that should allow me to keep on top of it. She showed me how to set up templates for a



series of standard replies, which should cover about 90 percent of incoming mail. That leaves 10
percent where I’m on my own. I’m a bit nervous about that side of things because it means
communicating with real people and answering their questions. It’s not something I’ve had any
experience with at all and I said as much to Kate. She merely laughed and told me she didn’t
think I’d have any problems. I guess I’m the only person who’s worried about it, so I’ll have to give
it a go and hope for the best.Sadie came over yesterday and took the rest of her things. The
house looks a bit bare now, but I have all of the basic things I need, it’s just missing the feminine
touches here and there. In a way I’m glad though, because while her things were around me, it
was as if she was still a part of my life. I wish she was, but she isn’t and she doesn’t want to be
anymore. I have to accept that and get on with my new bachelor lifestyle.I think she was a bit
surprised to find me hard at work producing the forecasts, even though she knew about the new
job. She said I seemed relaxed, and I guess that was because for such a long time she’d been
living with someone who was under a huge amount of stress. She’d forgotten the way I used to
be, before running the business became such a nightmare. Living with debt that is spiraling out
of control is frightening; I couldn’t eat, couldn’t sleep, and couldn’t see an end to it. I’m
disappointed that all of my inheritance has been swallowed up, but at least we managed to pay
off most of the debts. The remainder Nate and I split between us fifty-fifty and negotiated our
own repayment plans. Parting ways was sad; our dreams had been shattered and we both felt
like total failures. So, I wasn’t at all surprised when Sadie said she was leaving, she’d had
enough. We’d lived together for four years and seven months and suddenly it was all over.Her
parting shot today, though, really hurt. She kissed my cheek and said quite coldly, “It’s a pity you
couldn’t see it all coming in your own star chart, it could have saved you some grief.” She
understands enough to know that isn’t how it works, so I knew it was personal.It’s funny, several
people tried to open my eyes about how manipulative she was, but I couldn’t see it and I would
instantly take offence on her behalf. Gradually people stopped making comments in front of me.
Nate said she could be spiteful at times and I know they had several massive arguments. I
thought it was a pity they always seemed to rub each other the wrong way. However, I was
surprised that she could say something so hurtful to me today, and I felt that she was slighting
my abilities. The truth is Sadie was one of the main reasons that I became involved with the
gallery in the first place, and I knew it meant a lot to her. She was desperate to exhibit her work
and she was excited about my involvement. She knew it upset my father when I turned my back
on astrology. He couldn’t understand what was going on in my life. He lived, breathed, and
dreamed astrology, and as I was by his side from a very young age, it had been my life too.Now
that I’m able to look back on what happened, I can see that I was caught up in Nate’s vision and
Sadie’s persuasive influence to further her own ambitions. Sadly, Nate’s vision was flawed and
Sadie’s work didn’t sell for the thousands she thought it would. Some of her work was very good,
at least to my eye, but some was mediocre and I’m only being honest here. She said that it was
the fault of the gallery, and that Nate and I had ruined her chance to receive the acclaim her work
deserved. One young artist we featured went on to have several pieces of his work exhibited in



New York. The prices he achieved increased by tenfold overnight, and I suppose it did look like
he had become an instant success. But he had struggled for more than fifteen years, surviving
on very little, to get to that point. Sadie was venomous and said that Nate and I had failed to give
her enough publicity. That wasn’t true; it was about the standard of the work. People usually buy
art because they fall in love with a piece, or regard it as an investment assuming it will appreciate
in value. It was still early days for Sadie, but she isn’t a patient person and she thought it would
all happen immediately.So that’s that.I’ve just realized it’s a gorgeous day outside; the sky is a
clear blue and the sun looks quite warm. I think I’ll go and potter around the garden for a while,
chill out a bit. Gardening is my hobby; it’s relaxing and I probably spend as much time in the
garden as I do in the house. I love growing all my own fruits, vegetables, and herbs. A couple of
my neighbours are elderly and I drop them in a small box of garden produce every now and
again. Jake, who’s in his eighties, calls me “Jimmy green fingers” much to my embarrassment.
He’s a real character and is always giving me advice about my life. He’s not very politically
correct at times and he isn’t afraid to voice his opinion. He told me straight he never liked Sadie
from the start.“Young man like you should be able to find a good’un. Some gals are too snooty
for their own good, need taking down a peg or two if you ask me. Now you got your freedom. I’ll
tell you I’m glad it ‘appened, she wasn’t the one for you lad, mark my words. Get yourself out
there and get someone with both feet planted firmly on the ground.”I knew he wasn’t purposely
trying to be rude and I realize he thought he was giving me some good advice. I simply wish that
we could talk about the weather or the state of the economy and not my failures in life. Still, I’ll
probably end up popping down to see him a bit later, just to check on him and take him a string
of onions. No doubt, I’ll be in for the next instalment of Jake’s grand plan to get my life back into
shape. It’s a bit embarrassing, though, having an octogenarian as my mentor.Chapter 7: Mark -
It’s a Crazy WorldWhen I get back to England I’m going to have to speak to Todd. I haven’t been
home now for ten days. Someone glancing at my itinerary might be tempted to think I lead a
glamorous lifestyle, but try living it. I spent eight days in Los Angeles and saw the sun for a total
of probably no more than an hour, and that was while hopping in and out of limousines. Sorry,
that sounds incredibly pompous of me, but limousines are vastly overrated in my book. They are
damned awkward to get in and out of and totally unnecessary.Unfortunately, in Los Angeles it’s
all about making an impression, and my request for something a bit more discreet was met with
a completely blank expression. I think the reaction was Why? However, the look that passed
between the two executives took the words out of my mouth and left me speechless. They
looked at each other as if I was obviously quite mad.After that I didn’t have the courage to make
any further comments; I just went along with everything they had planned. That included sitting
in the makeup chair and having an extraordinary amount of makeup put on my face. In England
they often apply powder to prevent any shine for the benefit of the cameras, but the US
experience was something else. I was mortified and began the first interview feeling very self-
conscious indeed, although I did feel like a new man. What I will say for the Americans, though,
is that they are very welcoming and they have a real fascination for all things British. This is very



helpful when you’re being interviewed, and I felt I was in receipt of a level of courtesy and
respect usually afforded to the rich and famous. I am certainly not a multi-millionaire, and I
regard my fame as being quite modest, although I do have a large band of followers. But they are
followers who are interested in what the stars hold for them, and all I do is interpret that; I don’t
control fate or destiny. So my part in the process is rather humble.The success of the interviews
took me by surprise. What started as only two firm bookings turned into eight interviews and
seven invitations to award ceremonies and prestigious parties. Fortunately, my escort on the trip
was a colleague of Todd’s, who seemed to know just about everyone in Hollywood. He did a
marvellous job of feeding me names and relevant need to know information as people were
being introduced to me. It made me look very knowledgeable and slick. The truth was I hardly
knew any of the people I met, and I knew even less about what they did. It seems I am totally out
of touch with the latest releases in the cinema and what is breaking box office records. As for
music—well I have no idea which records are currently topping the charts. Perhaps it’s a sign of
age, or perhaps I really am becoming my father, whom I always regarded as being totally out of
touch with the real world.I hear James is doing marvellously and they seem to have managed
perfectly well without me while I’ve been away. I’m jolly glad to be going home though. I’ve had
enough of being in the limelight and I long to have a little bit of time to myself. I will admit that I
have enjoyed the personal sittings I’ve been commissioned to do while I’ve been here. I was
delighted to meet some very interesting and influential people, whom I definitely wouldn’t have
otherwise met. However, a sitting is simply a sitting; when I’m reading someone’s chart the
person becomes another client searching for answers. A famous chat show host wanted
reassurance that his career wasn’t going to dry up and that work would keep coming his way. It
struck me that for all the glitz and glamour, beneath that is the same level of insecurity we all feel
from time to time.Astrology is a great leveller and a wonderful interest to share with others. It’s
worth putting up with all the fuss and promotion when the result is that you are able to help
people find a way through the maze that determines their path in life.Chapter 8: Katherine -
Blogs and Face PacksI thought it might be fun to do a bit of surfing and look to see if I could get
any useful tips from other writers’ experiences. I managed to find a website with some interesting
blogs. Sounds like fun, doesn’t it? Well, no, frankly it wasn’t.For the most part, it turned out to be
depressing as hell. There were a few interesting strings of conversation, one being at what point
could you consider yourself a legitimate writer? The debate was littered with comments that
ranged from the over-confident, to the shy and modest, with the aggressive, surly, and downright
rude in between. Some offerings were badly typed and the spelling made a mockery of their
contribution. A writer should at least be able to spell, even if it is with the help of spell-check.
Some people obviously like to see their names in print, no matter what, and there was a lack of
substance to their contributions, but others were noteworthy.The one thing I took away with me
from that session was that it was likely to be a while before I could rely on any return whatsoever
from all my hours of toil. If some responses were to be believed, it requires nothing short of a
small miracle to get into print these days. As for getting an agent, forget it unless you are at least



a B-list celebrity, and even they usually have people who write for them. I suppose it was useful
to know what I’m up against, although it wasn’t quite what I needed to hear. But I’d rather start
rationing the baked beans now before I’m reduced to plain old toast, so forewarned is
forearmed.Anyway, it didn’t dent my enthusiasm because my stars for today are very
encouraging.Gemini: Saturday’s Daily Forecast by Mark Ainsley-ThomasToday you can’t put a
foot wrong; you are in demand and now is the time to start having some fun. Life is more than the
daily routine we find ourselves following, so get out and about - rediscover the joys of life!I’m
considering how I’m going to make that happen today, when it suddenly hits me it’s Saturday. Oh
God, I’m supposed to be going to Cassie’s for dinner this evening and I’ve totally forgotten. I run
into the downstairs shower room to look in the mirror and what confronts me isn’t a pretty sight.
Expensive visits to my favourite hairdresser were one of the first luxuries that had to go. The
result is, that what was once fairly bouncy and glossy, is now that little bit too long and heavy. I
notice that my hair is hanging in rather unattractive, snake-like strands—I’m thinking Medusa
here. Shit. She’s going to think I really am suffering from that post-redundancy stress syndrome
and I’ll never hear the end of it.I have seven hours to make myself presentable to the world, so I’d
better start straight away. I dig out several boxes of pampering stuff I was given last Christmas.
Ah, good. There’s a revitalizing face pack, hand rejuvenation cream, and a body scrub. I run a
nice, hot bath and have a soak, while the mint and aloe vera face pack—which unfortunately
happens to be bright green—cures nicely into a rock-solid mask. Suddenly I can’t even swallow
for fear of cracking the damn thing. It feels like being encased in concrete, so I suppose it must
be doing something to my jaded pores. After fifteen minutes I can’t stand it anymore because I’m
feeling claustrophobic, and I have to hop out of the bath and get to the sink to wash it off. The
relief is incredible and I feel instantly revitalized. I should pamper myself more often. Getting
back into the bath, I use the body scrub, which feels like having a wash with a gritty pan-scouring
pad, but I’m sure it will make my skin gleam, so I put up with the discomfort. I grab my towelling
dressing gown and dash into the kitchen to get a cup of very strong coffee and a few biscuits. I
don’t have time to eat anything more because time isn’t on my side. I still have a manicure to do
and then a quick blast from the spray can of fake tan to give me that healthy glow, then on to the
hair and makeup.The spray tan doesn’t go well and I have to stand naked in the bathroom,
unable to sit down or touch anything, for nearly two hours. It’s purgatory and reminds me why I
don’t use it very often. With two and a half hours to go, I’m in front of the mirror cursing, as I try to
coax strands of hair around the curling tongs. It’s so much easier to go to the hairdressers—how
am I supposed to curl the hair at the back of my head? It takes me well over an hour, but I’m
quite pleased with the end result when I stand back and take a good look. My makeup takes
about another thirty minutes, and then I run upstairs, passing No. 4 on the way. I swear he does a
double take when he sees me, probably because I look like a mad woman: the problem is, what
am I going to wear? I’m damned if I’m going to appear looking like I need fixing up and that I
can’t get my own dates if I wanted to.It’s been a while since I dressed up, so I have to do a
number of outfit trials. Well, four in the end before I manage to get a look that I feel is appropriate



and conveys the right message, casual but with a twist. Nothing exposed, so no one gets the
idea that I’m looking for a date, but also not dull, simply a single woman who is content with her
life. If only.Pride is a terrible thing and I know that someday it will be my downfall. It wouldn’t be
so bad, but I have absolutely no interest in this dinner or Cassie’s attempts to get me hooked up.
If I don’t go, then Cassie will think I’m not coping. If I do go, then she’ll be watching me intently to
see how I get on with their friend Jim, whom I’ve never met before. It’s my worst nightmare. I’m
not good at small talk, and I hate having to sit there and think of clever or witty things to say
simply because someone else decides to match-make. I’ll end the evening with aching cheeks
from the false smile that will sit on my face all night. After the first half an hour I know I’ll only be
clock-watching anyway. The awkward part is judging exactly the right point at which it’s polite to
say you’re leaving; I usually use No. 4 as an excuse. It sounds so much better to say “I have to
go, the cat needs to be let out” rather than “I’m tired” or the truth, “I’m bored and I’ve had enough.”
No. 4 comes and goes as he pleases via the cat flap, but so far, Cassie hasn’t noticed that fact,
thank goodness.Chapter 9: James - Jake to the RescueThe invitation to dinner came as a bit of
a surprise, until I arrived and realized Sean had obviously been asked to invite a single male. Of
course I am a single male, but my new status hasn’t sunk in yet. Sean and I used to play football
for the same team and we kept in touch, even though I had to give up five years ago when I
damaged my left knee. One operation and five months in plaster left me with a bit of a limp and
ended my not-very-illustrious career in boots.He’s one of those guys that you feel very
comfortable with, he’s a mate that you can call upon if you have a problem, and Cassie, his wife,
is a perfect match for him. I suppose they have the sort of family life most of us envy, with two
stunning daughters who clearly take after Cassie and not Sean. Sean and I usually meet up a
couple of times a year and go for a drink. Shortly after Sadie and I moved in together, they
invited us over for a meal. What a disaster. Sadie didn’t feel comfortable with them and it was
awkward. So after that, Sean and I reverted to our usual pub jaunts.I didn’t realize that Cassie
had a sister until Sean broke the news a few moments ago that Kat would be making up our little
party of four. While Cassie was in the kitchen, he explained that it wasn’t his idea and gave me a
look resembling a wince.“Sorry mate, all Cassie’s idea. I tried to tell her I didn’t think it was a
good idea, but you know what she’s like. She thinks you’re great—I don’t know why—and now
you’re back on the market so to speak…well I’m sure you’ll like Kat. Don’t ask about her career,
she’s recently lost her job and she’s a bit of a mess.” Oh that’s great then, sounds like it’s going
to be a fun evening.Actually, when Kat arrives I’m pleasantly surprised. She’s gorgeous in an
understated way. Not a classic beauty like Cassie, but she has this expressive face and a smile
that’s completely genuine. I’d say she’s probably around thirty-eight or thirty-nine. Considering
she’s been made redundant, she certainly looks like she’s enjoying herself whatever she’s doing
now.We take our drinks to the table. Cassie passes around plates and we help ourselves to a
wide variety of Chinese dishes, which probably took her all day to prepare. There’s a lot of eye
contact going on between Cassie and Kat. I can see that Cassie is trying to get Kat to strike up a
conversation, so I feel it’s only polite to help ease the flow.“So Kat, what do you do now?” Sean



chokes on the mouthful of wine he was just about to swallow and I realize what I’ve done wrong.
All eyes are on me and the silence is deafening. “Oh God, I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to…”“It’s fine.
Don’t worry about it. Sean obviously mentioned I was made redundant, it happens. Anyway, I’m
writing a book at the moment.” Kat gives me a warm smile and I feel like I’ve been let off the
hook.“Ah, so you’re a writer.” Safe ground, I’ve redeemed myself.“Well, no. I don’t think I can
technically call myself a writer until I’ve actually had something published, don’t you? The
likelihood of that is very slim, I gather from what I’ve researched today.” Well, that killed that
conversation.We start eating in silence and I sense a movement under the table. I realize that
Cassie has kicked Sean.“Yes, well… er… um… there’s a match at Oldgate next Saturday, Jim.
How about it?” I look up quickly, too quickly because I catch Cassie rolling her eyes at Sean. She
looks embarrassed and gives me a little smile by way of apology.“Yeah, sounds good. I’ve been
stuck in front of the pc all week and I’m working right through until next Friday. I’ll be up for a
distraction by next weekend.”“Great mate, we can grab a few beers afterwards, no more Sadie to
worry about!” The moment Sean finishes speaking, his face turns bright red and he puts down
his knife and fork. “Sorry mate, I can’t believe I said that. I didn’t mean, well, what I meant to say
was that you don’t have to rush back now…” It’s getting worse by the minute and I am actually
grateful when my mobile starts to vibrate in my jacket pocket. I pull it out and see that Jake is
calling. That’s odd.“Sorry, better get this, my neighbour—he’s in his eighties,” I explain, not that it
has anything to do with the real reason I’m grateful for an excuse to leave the table.I walk out into
the hallway and Jake shouts into my ear.“Hey Jim, I’ve locked myself out, can you believe it, silly
old bugger that I am? Course I got the ladder, but the legs don’t work like they used to and I’m a
bit wobbly.” All I can think of is thank you, God, I’ve got an excuse to leave and I tell him not to
move, I’ll be there in twenty minutes. I walk back into the dining room looking suitably
disappointed.“Sorry guys. Jake’s had a bit of an accident and I need to go and check it out.
Nothing too serious, but he wouldn’t have called me if he hadn’t needed my help, so I’d better go.
Great food, Cassie, and lovely to meet you, Kat.” I lean in toward Cassie and kiss her cheek, and
then I extend my hand across the table toward Kat. Her hand is soft, but her handshake is quite
firm. She gives me a curious little half-smile that I swear smacks of relief, and I quickly grab my
coat and leave.As soon as my feet hit the pavement outside and the door closes behind me, I let
out a huge sigh of relief. I’m never, ever going to do that again. In the future I say a firm “no” to all
dinner dates, even when the single lady happens to be intriguing and seemingly worth getting to
know. It’s a self-preservation thing, and I’m sure Kat thought I was a total ass anyway. Ah well,
some you win and some you lose, but sometimes it’s a real shame because it makes you
wonder, what if…Chapter 10: Katherine - A No Score DrawWhat’s that old saying, pride comes
before a fall? Well, after I’d invested in seven hours of preparation, the poor guy couldn’t get out
of Cassie’s house quickly enough. Less than an hour after our initial introduction, it was all over.
Cassie, Sean, and I were left awkwardly toying with the uneaten food still on our plates, trying to
ignore the empty chair next to me. It got to the point that if I received another “we’re so sorry” or
apologetic look, I was sure that I was going to scream.What made it even worse was that he



used a neighbour as an excuse; he actually took a call on his mobile just after we started eating.
Not that I was at all interested in him, of course, too much floppy hair falling into his eyes, which
were a very pale shade of blue. A definite pretty boy look going on there and no doubt
insufferably boring. Not that he had time to say much, apart from putting his foot in it. You know
the type, though—keep running their hands through their hair to make you notice them.
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Anniek Snowroses, “Looking forward to be reading more!. Katherine has turned her life around
completely after losing her job. She has decided to give herself three years to become a
published writer. Because she is now home more often Katherine also has the chance to get to
know the people who live in her small town. Tom, a very curious postman, who loves to gossip.
Margaret a newfound friend which for me qualifies like the unofficial mayor of the town and a
writing group who are very fascinated by Katherine.Katherine herself is a person who was
Always confident in what she was doing and now she has to reinvent herself all over again there
are some cracks showing. She is very hung up on the astrological writings of her idol Mark.
Personally I think TOO hung up.I found her break downs hilarious! Just because Katherine and I
are so different! I was seeing her clearly in my mind being chaotic and on edge. Underneath it all
she is a very sweet person who needs to learn to be more dependent on herself. Finally finding
the love of her life was the perfect ending for me!James is such a sweetheart. Being through a
very difficult times like losing his father, a businessdeal going sour and a divource he is trying to
get back on his feet. The job to help Mark out with his astrology couldn't have been more perfect
for him. He grew up with astrology and learned everything he needs to know from the very best.
When he receives an email from Katherine he is furious and also afraid of losing his job! During
multiple conversations they are getting to know each other better. It turns out they are more
compatible than they thought.This was my very first read of Linn B. Halton and I loved it!! She did
such a good thing taking the time to really create the characters.During the story she leaves little
'questions' which make you want to read more! I found it hard to put this one down.I like the
astrological aspect and the writer did a very good job to be as accurate as possible.The saying
is don't Judge a book by it's cover but a good cover certainly helps. When I see a cover that
makes me curious or that I just find gorgeous...I just have to see what it's about. This cover is
amazing!!! Love how it shows the softness you have created within your story.I am looking
forward to be reading more books from this author!”

Isabella, “sweet book and I really enjoyed it. This was a light, sweet book and I really enjoyed it. I
especially liked that the characters were a little older. I am not one to follow my horoscope but I
could see where people actually could get wrapped up in that sort of thing. I think I enjoyed the
relationship between the man and the war veteran best. It was very touching. However, I enjoyed
all of the characters, and the book, more than I expected to.”

Jackie S. Adams, “I really enjoyed this book. I really enjoyed this book. The reason I didn't give it
5 is because I'm not much into astrology or following my sign. But the story was still fun. I was
not bored and I finished it.  It was slightly predictable but not completely.  It has a good ending.”

Pamela Pierce, “Loved it, wish it had better ending. Very engaging! Will probably read next in
series. Wish the ending didn't just drop you. Sort of a setup for the next book except the next



book starts much later.”

Jennifer Markley, “New Beginnings. Sometimes a new beginning happens when a door opens
and you get booted out on your butt! This happens to Katharine who decides to dig in, take a
chance and write a book. Using guidance from a famous astrologer, she navigates the waters of
her new life. The story also includes what's happening in the astrologer's life and his new
protege. While it sounds convoluted here, there's a reason for the other story points of view as
they intertwine and blend. The story reaches a conclusion here BUT there is a sequel if you want
more. Currently reading it now.”

Janie, “Unique. Enjoy a great story told through each character.Well written. Enough tension to
not know how it will resolve or end.”

Kate’s Book Spot, “Enjoyable and entertaining!. I was lucky enough to win this eBook from a
giveaway on Jera’s Jamboree, I loved the sound of it and was looking forward to getting stuck in
especially after reading and enjoying The Restaurant @ The Mill by the same
author.Immediately upon starting this book my mind was filled with questions – Why was it day
one of the rest of Katherine’s life? How did she fall over? Why was the cat called No.4? and so
on. Obviously I had to find out the answers so I kept on turning those pages and found the
explanations I required.The astrology side of the book was fascinating for me, as was
Katherine’s addiction to reading her horoscopes – I couldn’t imagine making any decisions
based on my horoscope let alone an important one! One particular sentence summed up her
feelings nicely:“It’s not that I can’t make a decision; it’s more that I’m scared of making the wrong
decision.”The writing style was comfortable and there were many fun, laugh out loud moments, a
few of my favourites being an awkward dinner party, some heated emails and a journey into
writing that led to unexpected and, at times, unwanted attention!James was wonderful, his
thoughtfulness and romantic nervousness endeared him to me and the things he did for Jake,
his elderly neighbour, were truly lovely to read about.And now I move on to No.4, Katherine’s cat,
and I have to say that for me he was the star of the book! The relationship between him and
Katherine was brilliant and something I could totally relate to because I’m just the same with my
pets :)A lot of major things happened all at once towards the end so that when I put the book
down it took a minute for my brain to catch up! A sad event made my heart sink, followed by an
unexpected announcement that made it lift again and finally a big question which didn’t quite
happen because this was when the story ended (my heart didn’t know what to do at this
point).So after drawing my own conclusions, all in all this was an enjoyable and entertaining
read.”

katiematie, “Under the stars and above the moon ...loved it!. Here we are with another
wonderfully written story by Linn B Halton, I will never be bored reading one of Linn's books. She



has a lovely flow to her writing and tells the story gently and in a way that keeps you enthralled
page after page. This time the characters are not sure what to do for the best but in the end all
comes right for everyone...or does it? I am not telling you , you will have to buy the book and
read for yourself. I look forward to the next book and the one after that and so on.Sorry but I just
say about the book that I like or dislike I do not go into character detail as the book cover will do
that!”

Bonnie, “Fun read!. This was my first reading of Linn Halton's work and I really enjoyed her
writing style. It is easy, fluid and appears effortless :-)Lovely characters, well drawn and realistic -
not least the portrayal of number4!! Lively and entertains with three points of view to add variety.
I learned a lot about astrology and more than a few useful tips on how to write - thank you Linn!”

Jp, “Four Stars. Good read”

The book by Linn B Halton has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 86 people have provided feedback.

Chapter 1: Katherine - Day One of The Rest of My Life Chapter 2: Katherine - OK, So I Should
Have Seen It Coming Chapter 3: Mark - Mark Ainsley-Thomas Meet James Kingman Chapter 4:
James - My New Career Chapter 5: Katherine - Each Day is a New Beginning Chapter 6: James
- Relax James, Just Let It Happen Chapter 7: Mark - It’s a Crazy World Chapter 8: Katherine -
Blogs and Face Packs Chapter 9: James - Jake to the Rescue Chapter 10: Katherine - A No
Score Draw Chapter 11: James - Oh How I Wish I’d Stayed in Bed Today Chapter 12: Katherine -
Three Days To Go Chapter 13: Katherine - The Camsworth Writing Circle Chapter 14: Mark -
Publicity Is One Thing But This Is Ridiculous Chapter 15: Katherine - Pride Really Does Come
Before A Fall Chapter 16: James - Women Chapter 17: Mark - A Pint With Young James Chapter
18: Katherine - It’s A Small Village Chapter 19: Mark - It’s A Delightfully Small World Sometimes
Chapter 20: James - Forgive And Forget Chapter 21: Katherine -A Fresh Start Chapter 22: Mark
- Double Trouble? Chapter 23: Katherine - Girls’ Day Chapter 24: James - Fatherly Advice
Chapter 25: Katherine - Learning To Need People Chapter 26: James - A Hero In Our Midst
Chapter 27: Katherine - Be Careful What You Wish For, It Might Just Come True Chapter 28:
Katherine - Life Can’t Get Any Better Than This Chapter 29: Katherine - The Calm Before The
Storm Chapter 30: James - It’s A Beautiful Day Chapter 31: Mark - Sunny Sussex Chapter 32:
Katherine - A Red Letter Day Chapter 33: Katherine - Okay, What Was That Technique Again?
Chapter 34: Katherine - Writers United Chapter 35: James - My World is Green and Fruitful
Chapter 36: Katherine - Never A Dull Moment Chapter 37: Mark - Be Sure Your Sins Will Find
You Out Chapter 38: Katherine - Something Really Tasty Chapter 39: Katherine - All’s Fair In
Love And War Chapter 40: Katherine - Heaven On Earth Chapter 41: James - Mixed Feelings
Chapter 42: Katherine - Really Bad News Chapter 43: Katherine - There’s No Smoke Without
Fire Chapter 44: Katherine - I Always Did Hate Geometry Chapter 45: Katherine - Putting It Into



Perspective Chapter 46: Katherine - Now Where Did I Put My Passport? Chapter 47: Mark - Guilt
is a Terrible Thing Chapter 48: Katherine - A Day of Contemplation Chapter 49: Katherine -
Familiarity Can Be A Good Thing Chapter 50: Katherine - The Roller Coaster Continues Chapter
51: Katherine - Love Hurts Chapter 52: Katherine - Un-Married Bliss Chapter 53: James -
Married Bliss Chapter 54: Katherine - I’m Light As A Feather And As Heavy As Lead Chapter 55:
Katherine - Eyes Wide Open Chapter 56: Mark - Being A Pawn Isn’t Easy Chapter 57: James - It
Won’t Be The Same Without You Chapter 58: Katherine - Don’t Cry, It Makes Your Face Blotchy
Chapter 59: James - I Need Some Advice Chapter 60: Katherine - Sorry, Do I know You?
Chapter 61: Katherine - Martha Bites Chapter 62: James - A Common Thread Chapter 63:
Katherine - Another World Chapter 64: Katherine - Goodbye Los Angeles! Chapter 65: James -
One Of The Saddest Days Of My Life Chapter 66: Katherine - I Could Sleep For England
Chapter 67: Katherine - Together Again Chapter 68: Katherine - A Real Garden Party
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